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The Journal of  Desert Survivors - Experience. Share. Protect.

Desert Survivors is an affiliation of desert lovers committed to experiencing, 
sharing and protecting desert wilderness wherever we find it. We recognize 
the places we love to explore will not remain wild unless we give others the 
opportunity to experience them as we do and unless we remain vigilant and 
active in our efforts to monitor and preserve them.

FROM THE EDITOR:

Cover photo: Driving from Saline Warm Springs towards the Inyo 
Mountains and beginning a day of new adventures.           

Photo: Darrell Hunger                                                                 

Nicholas Blake

Getting an awesome a selfie on the Panamint Dunes.
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Protecting the environment is not as easy as it looks.  I suppose 
my first notion of an environmentalist was John Muir.   Most 
accounts of his work feature photos of him as an outdoors-
man—walking stick in hand with the Yosemite Valley as a 
backdrop or standing next to a giant Sequoia or blazing his 
John Muir Trail.   This image gives the impression that trekking 
into the wilderness is the most important part of the job.  I love 
hiking into the wilderness.  I love the trees and mountains and 
wild animals.  Being an environmentalist sounds like a swell 
job.  Where do I sign up?  

Sadly most of the work 
of an environmentalist is 
much less romantic.  It 
usually involves sitting in 
front of a blank com-
puter screen filling it with 
words.  The environmen-
talist creates documents 
that illustrate complex 
problems, describe dif-
ficult solutions and argue 
points against others 
who see uses of the land 
differently.  The writing 
often requires hours of 
research. The product has 
to be logical, factual and able to stand scrutiny.  It is difficult to 
do and absolutely no fun. 
 
In recent months threats to the desert wilderness have become 
more numerous and onerous.  Much of this has to do with 
Republicans controlling the Federal government and wanting 
to undo decades of environmental protection.  Other threats 
have been in the works for years.  Perhaps now more than ever 
our deserts are under attack. 

Another change in recent months has been efforts of several 
Desert Survivors members to step up our protection activities.  
Board of Director members Stacy Goss and Marc Eldridge 
and others have taken on the un-fun task of writing comment 
letters on behalf of Desert Survivors during the public scoping 
of desert land use proposals.  In the weeks before this maga-
zine went to press, our organization submitted comments on 
the Conglomerate Mesa gold exploration proposal (urging no 
action), a proposed new community of 8,500 housing units 
located between the Mecca Hills and Joshua Tree National Park 
(arguing for No Project) and reopening for study of the Desert 
Renewable Energy and Conservation Plan (we are against this).  
Some of the other perils to the desert include Air Force expan-
sion into 227,000 acres of the Desert National Wildlife Refuge, 
the Palen Solar Project in Riverside County, new off-highway 
vehicle areas in the west Mojave and the Interior Department’s 
proposed shrinking of national monuments.  

The comments become part of the project record and officials 
have to consider them in their decisions.  Comments advocat-

ing the maintaining wilderness characteristic of the land, can 
give backing to decision-makers when reaching choices that 
go against powerful interests such as of mineral extraction and 
energy development industries, ranchers and off-road vehicle 
users.  

The comment letters take a lot of time and are a lot of work, 
but they are an important component in our mission to 
protect the environment.   Hats off to Stacy and Marc and the 
other Desert Survivors who are hunched over their keyboards 
pounding out sentences on behalf of the wild.  It is a good fight 
and a righteous cause.  Yay!

Now having said all of that… Actually, trekking into the desert 
is environmental activism.  The fact that Desert Survivors 
visit these lands for educational, recreation and the wilder-
ness experiences is important. In the Desert Survivors com-
ments we often cite our excursions to the desert lands that are 
under review. We  argue that leaving these lands untouched is 
important for public use.  It is a persuasive case against those 
who think running roughshod over the desert on dirt bikes 
and O.H.V.’s is its only recreational value.  So go ahead and sign 
up for one of our trips and get out there.  The photos of you as 
an outdoors-person in the desert are every bit as heroic and 
purposeful as Muir in Yosemite. 

John Muir in the Sierras
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Spring is the season of renewal. It’s when we recall the scent of sagebrush, 

return to sleeping under the stars and reawaken to life’s possibilities.

W e l c o m e  t h e  s e a s o n  o f 
n e w  b e g i n n i n g s  b y  r e n e w i n g 

y o u r  D e s e r t  S u r v i v o r s  m e m b e r s h i p
Your contribution keeps our service trips, car camping 
and backpack trips going year round. Membership builds 
community and sustains our desert preservation efforts.

APRIL IS OUR MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL MONTH
Please go to our website: desert-survivors.org to renew your membership.  

Click on the Join/Renew button to pay by credit card.  The cost is just $30.  If you prefer regular 
mail, fill in the sign-up form on the back cover and send your check to 

Desert Survivors, PO Box 20991, Oakland, CA 94620.  
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In November 2017, the Sierra Club Desert Committee held its fall meeting on the shore of the Salton Sea.  
In recent years the lessening of water input has caused the lake level to fall, making the exposed lakebed 
a source of toxic dust.  An increase in water salinity will soon kill off the fish life turning the lake into a 
dead sea.  Here Imperial Irrigation District officials explain their mitigation plans for the region.
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The responsibility of the contents and the opin-
ions expressed in this journal is exclusively of the 
author(s). Desert Survivors is not responsible for er-
rors in the content or any consequences arising from 
the use of information contained in it. The opinions 
expressed in the articles in this journal do not nec-
essarily represent the views of the Desert Survivors.
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If economically recoverable Carlin gold is 
discovered the extraction method would 
be open pit, cyanide-heap leach min-
ing. These are vast bulldozed gashes to 
the earth where the overburden rock, if 
any, is stripped and placed in piles. The 
gold-bearing ground would be excavated, 
crushed and heaped into pits lined with a 
liquid-proof membrane. The heaps would 
be irrigated with a cyanide/water solution. 
The solution would percolate through the 
heap dissolving the gold and carrying it to 
the pit lining where it would be collected in 
sumps and the gold extracted. The cyanide 
solution would be fortified and reused, the 
spent earthen heap would be abandoned, 
a new heap formed and the process would 
repeat.  The water would have to come 
from offsite and trucked in.

Such an operation would decimate Con-
glomerate Mesa.  It would be visible for 
miles and destroy the esthetic beauty of 
this remote and scenic area. The threat of 
a deadly cyanide spill would be ever pres-
ent. Various animal species including bats, 

In the late 20th Century this changed.  
Since 1984 no less than nine mining com-
panies have come to Conglomerate Mesa 
to prospect for gold.   They all searched 
the site and all went away without as much 
as a shovel’s worth of digging. In Decem-
ber 2015 a Canadian mining corporation, 
Silver Standard US Holdings (Silver Stan-
dard), obtained the rights to mining claims 
and submitted plans to the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) to explore the site for 
mineral extraction. Silver Standard is a 1.01 
billion dollar corporation currently oper-
ating large-scale, gold and silver mines in 
Canada, Nevada and Argentina.  The com-
pany holds $640 million in cash and liquid 
reserves.  Under the name “Perdito Explo-
ration Project”, Silver Standard is propos-
ing drilling seven holes with a maximum 
depth of one thousand feet, next to exist-
ing holes from a 1997 exploration in Con-
glomerate Mesa to verify those findings 
using updated techniques. Past explora-
tion had identified gold here—most likely 
Carlin-type gold deposits which character-
izes gold in the molecular level.

Conglomerate Mesa is an undevel-
oped and rugged desert landscape between 
Owens Lake and Death Valley National 
Park in eastern California. Although there 
are a few long-closed roads into the area, 
the land is for all intents and purposes 
wilderness.  It contains cultural resources, 
supports vibrant plant and animal life and 
provides opportunities for solitude and 
primitive recreation for those who visit. 

For centuries Native Americans came to 
Conglomerate Mesa to harvest pinyon 
nuts, but having no water it was only used 
seasonally. In the 1860’s European Ameri-
cans came to make charcoal for the smelt-
ers of local mines—the most famous being 
Cerro Gordo, to the north, which extract-
ed gold, silver, lead, zinc and copper. The 
Santa Rosa Mine, to the south, produced 
silver and lead. Conglomerate Mesa had 
no visible mineral deposits so it was left 
untouched.

A view of Conglomerate Mesa.  In the background, Owens Lake and the south-
ern Sierra Nevada Mountains. 

by Marc Eldridge 

GOLD EXPLORATION PROPOSAL:  A FIRST STEP 
TO DESTROYING A DESERT WILDERNESS

Canadian corporation has hopes for an open pit, cyanide heap leach mine in the Owens Valley.

Some of the animal 
inhabitants of 

Conglomerate Mesa
      

Panamint alligator lizard Loggerhead shrike Nelson’s bighorn sheep

Cooper’s hawk
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Lizard photo: Adan Clause,  Shrike pic: Dick Daniels, Sheep photo: Wikimedia Commons, Hawk pic: Cornell University.
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rabbits and lizards and attending predators 
would be vanquished from the site. With 
the earth bulldozed away the desert plant 
life including Special Status Plant Species 
found here would be lost.  

In October 2017 the BLM issued an Envi-
ronmental Assessment (EA) of the Perdito 
Exploration Project where it described 
the project, its operational concerns, the 
potential impact on the environment and 
the people who live nearby. The agency 
requested public comments on the proj-
ect.  The BLM will decide whether to 
approve, approve with modification, 
or deny the proposal for mineral explo-
ration as presented by Silver Standard. 

In its Environmental Assessment the BLM 
identified four alternatives associated with 
this exploration. The first called “Silver 
Standard’s Proposed Action Alternative” 
would include construction of an explora-
tion road and overland travel of vehicles 
with drilling equipment and supplies on 
top of previously disturbed and reclaimed 
areas from the 1997 drilling. It would in-
volve construction of seven drill pads with 
drilling fluid containment sumps, as need-
ed. The second, “Minimum Road Con-
struction Alternative” would be much the 
same as Silver Standard’s preferred alterna- 

The public comment period ended on No-
vember 20, 2017 and a determination will 
be issued by the BLM sometime this year. 
It may include revisions to the Environ-
mental Assessment that would then need 
to be addressed at a later date or just be 
approved and have the exploration com-
mence.

With the current political climate, the 
weakening of the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency and other environmental 
safeguards and a focus on mineral extrac-
tion, it seems likely that the Perdito Explo-
ration Project will be approved. If so the 
next step, before mining could take place, 
would be an Environmental Impact State-
ment, a California Environmental Impact 
Report and a host of other reports and 
findings. Silver Standard has the capitaliza-
tion necessary to see this project through if 
economically recoverable gold is found. It 
is up to the good citizens of this country to 
see that this does not happen.

tive but with scaled-back road impacts. 
The third is “BLM Preferred Helicopter 
Access Alternative”.  This would elimi-

nate the access roads and nearly all vehicle 
travel and have the drilling equipment and 
supplies brought in by helicopter only. 
The fourth is the “No Action Alternative” 
which would prevent the exploration ac-
tivity from taking place. The three proac-
tive alternatives have reclamation plans. 

On November 15, 2017 Desert Survivors 
submitted a public comment letter to the 
BLM urging the “No Action Alternative.”   
In the document we pointed out that in 
the Environmental Assessment  the BLM’s 
“management goal of the Cerro Gordo-
Conglomerate Mesa Area of Critical En-
vironmental Concern is to provide protec-
tion to cultural resources, rare plant and 
animal species, and wildlife habitat.”  This 
goal is in direct conflict with the explor-
atory drilling proposal that could lead to 
complete and permanent destruction of 
the area. 

Silver Standard operates this huge open pit gold mine in Nevada.  In 2016 the Marigold Mine 
produced 205,116 ounces of gold at an average yield of just .45 grams of gold per ton of crushed 
and cyanide-soaked rock.   If the proposed drilling shows promise, this could be the fate of 
Conglomerate Mesa.

Images from the BLM Environmental Assesment.  
Silver Standard wants to construct roads to bring 
drilling equipment into Conglomerate Mesa.   

Silver Standard’s Proposed Action Alternative

No Action Alternative

Carlin-type gold-bearing 
rock is crushed and dumped 
into  huge  basins, where it is 
sprayed with a cyanide/wa-
ter solution. The toxic spray 
dissolves the microscopic 
particles of gold.  The solution 
is collected and refined  and 
the precious metal extracted.  
The leeched earth contains 
cyanide residues.  It is piled 
into toxic mounds that are 
off-linits to humans, danger-
ous for animals and making 
this a dirty bonanza. Ph
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After 22 hours on Amtrak from Emeryville, California, my 
teenage daughter and I reached Green River, Utah for an expe-
rience of white water rafting. I spent weeks on careful prepa-
rations and anxious thoughts of river navigation perils. My 
apprehensions were intensified as I finally stood on the deck of 
the River Terrace Hotel overlooking this fast moving, sage-
green stream. My fears were catapulted into a whole higher 
level when a woman stepped next to me and proclaimed that 
she was born in Green River and lost three family members 
in that very waterway. Sitting by the beautiful swimming pool 
under a shady tree in 90 degree weather, I could barely read, 
envisioning my 16-year-old on a raft, paddling toward some 
white water doom.

Last Spring while visiting Potsdam, Germany I had the oppor-
tunity to visit Albert Einstein’s Summer House. This physicist 
calculated that light would bend when passing by a massive 
gravitational body such as a star. His contemporaries were 
shocked about his claim, but nevertheless, set out to find the 
proof. They determined a total solar eclipse would block out 
enough light to measure any bending of light and in 1919, con-
ditions were perfect enough to verify that his calculations were 
spot on: light will bend! Albert Einstein became an instant 
rock-star.

Now in August 2017 another total solar eclipse was coming to 
the continental United States near Salem, Oregon, and across 
13 states. 42 million visitors were expected to travel to the path 
of totality. It was clear, I had to be one of them. Now here in the 
arid heat of Utah I became obsessed with finding my way there 
even though overnight accommodations on the path of totality 
had crept up into the hundreds of dollars. Desert Survivors had 
a trip planned but it seemed not very sure since it involved a 
day’s worth of car travel and sleeping in wild forests. Contem-
plating this string of thoughts I dozed off.

The following morning I was with my fellow Desert Survivor 
rafters and our river guides as we drove to the Green River 
airport for a 40-minute flight in small planes. This is a detail 
I discovered only after I had booked the trip and normally 
would have brought me to overwhelming dread. If I hadn’t 
already been plotting my next adventure—the total eclipse—
my worries and fear of flying through a tight canyon 87 miles 
upstream, would have made me abruptly catapult into a blood 
curdling scream. Yet busy with celestial notions I boarded 
the Cessna, placed my noise-reduction headphones on, and 
listened to the soothing, baritone voice of the pilot as the plane 
lifted into the sky. 

T h e  C o s m o s  & 
M o t h e r h o o d  &  M o r e

by Martina Konietzny

The author at an ancient, and not-so-ancient 
rock art site in Green River Canyon.

The river trip began with an airplane flight.

The Green River cuts its course through giant monoliths of sandstone.

The mus ings  o f  a  woman on  the 
Green R iver  Raf t ing  Tr ip
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Disassociating myself from the vast rugged mountains below 
me I imagined myself with my tent under one arm and a 
sign that read, “Total Solar Eclipse Refugees, Please Do Not 
Disturb”, under the other in a Salem, Oregon public park 
searching for a spot to pitch the tent strategically positioned to 
the heavens and the sun. Would I be able to see the bending of 
light with the naked eye?

A jolt awoke me from my thoughts as we landed on a rocky, 
remote mesa near our put-in point on the river called Sand 
Wash. Our flotilla waiting at the water’s edge included 3 oar 
boats, one paddle boat, a service boat, 2 double kayaks and 2 
single kayaks. We launched promptly.

Landings were on pristine beaches with cottonwood trees and 
three-leafed sumac shrubs full of orange berries. We climbed 
mountains for vantage points of the river below.

I had to go and see this celestial spectacle. Later it proved to 
have been a very smart idea to have bought those two tickets to 
Salem on Amtrak.

One evening while relaxing on the banks of the Green River, 
people from the camp upstream from ours ran up to us to 
inform that a bear had crossed the river near their site. We 
soon realized the creature was on the opposite bank gazing 
at our burgers frying over an open fire. In that moment I was 
informed that my teenage daughter, had decided to stroll away 
from the group, by herself, to sunbath. A young mind without 
a fully developed pre-frontal cortex, only sees paradise, white 
sand and blue skies. Rattle snakes and now even a brown bear 
were not on her young horizon.

I immediately suppressed my fears by drifting back to my cos-
mic musings. Imagining the celestial magic soon to come, my 
terrestrial worries were as microscopic as pinholes in a cereal 
cardboard box, while starring forlorn at the fast moving Green 
River and hoping that the bear would not cross it again.

“Please do not underestimate the amazement of a total solar 
eclipse” a friend told me recently. “We’ve all seen plenty of 
partial eclipses. It’s the total ones that are spectacular and 
awe-inspiring. When it reaches totality you will not need your 
pinhole device or special viewing glasses. The sky will turn 
suddenly very dark and you will see the stars come out during 
the day and the colors of sunset all around the horizon. Birds 
will chirp like they do at dawn and dusk. You will see the glow 
ing corona around the black disc of the moon. It’s a moment 
like no other that can send shivers down your spine.” Upon 
hearing this I catapulted into an ecstatic reverie deciding that

Albert Einstein in 1920.

 Albert Einstein’s summer home near Potsdam, 
Germany is now a tourist attraction.

During a 1919 solar 
eclipse, Einstein’s theory 
that light would curve 
when passing through a  
gravitational field
was proven true by 
astronomers.  

Photo: Wikimedia Commons

Accounts of unusual behavior during a 
solar eclipse are extensive and legendary.  

Left image: Dogs howl, women wail and 
men beat drums (and dogs) during an 
unexpected eclipse in the 16th-century.  

Right Image: In 585 B.C. during a pitched 
battle between the Lydians and Medes a 

solar eclipse occurs, causing the 
combatants to cease fighting.

Below: Images from the comic book 
Prisoner of the Sun by Herge. Titin es-
capes execution by a lost tribe of ancient 
Incans (living in the 20th Century) when 
moments before being burned at the 
stake a solar eclise happens.  The Incas 
go nuts when the sun goes away. 

Photo: Wikimedia Commons

Illustration: NASA
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Throughout our days on the river we drifted past wonderful 
wilderness sights. There were herds of grazing bighorn sheep 
mixed with cottontails in magical canyons that intersected our 
canyon. We saw a large, yellow beetle and many green tur-
quoise lizards, and even numerous Yellow-breasted Chats—a 
bird that was puzzling to identify at first as it mimics many 
other birds.

I spent much of my time on the service boat, contemplating 
nature and the universe as we floated along. I was chatting with 
the 18-year young, expert river-guide who planted a seed for 

my stay in Salem during the eclipse 
when in passing she mentioned that 
her mom lives in Salem. Carefully 
this young guide, who was in train-
ing, observed all the river guides 
who maneuvered the oar boats in 
choreographed dances for every stop 
along the shores.

My daughter was learning river 
navigation too. All by herself in a 

single kayak, she paddled relentlessly without a break and I was 
afraid and astounded. My baby is growing up and my instincts 
to protect her are at odds with her necessity to flee the nest. 
Does the mother coyote have similar apprehensions when her 
pup leaves the den?

Life appears to have adapted to the universe, and not vice 
versa. The Earth seems to be fine tuned for the existence of 
life, but I believe that there is no one who turned the knobs to 
create this perfection. I have read much by evolutionary biolo-
gist Richard Dawkins. He criticizes creationism and intelligent 
design and assures us is that the Anthropic Principle is what 
makes life on Earth so magnificent.

Landings were on pristine beaches with cottonwood trees and 
three-leafed sumac shrubs full of orange berries. We climbed 
mountains for vantage points of the river below.

My train of thought was suddenly shaken by screams and scuf-
fles as someone had overturned her kayak and was now bob-
bing in the rapids heading downstream in a mad rush. Quickly 
I scanned the wild wet for my loved one.  She was in no danger, 
but things were so fast and all other boats were far ahead of the 
desperate swimmer. Suddenly my docile boat—the vast, laid 
back service raft—was the only craft left with a last chance for 
rescue. In an instant, oars were pulled into the boat, and the 
young river guide placed herself in a firm stance on the rail. 
The moment we passed the almost drowning swimmer, the 
guide grabbed her by the top of her life-vest and pulled her in 
with one amazing jerk.

I was overcome with emotion. I went to the front of our raft 
and just stared into the water. I heard the river guide giving 
encouraging words to the almost drowned women, even giving 
her the oars to steer us down stream. Things calmed down to a 
quiet, stunned stillness and without words we continued on.

The majestic scenery that accompanied us on our trip once 
again showed its innocent face, as we made it to our final 
destination. Everybody pulled safely into our harbor and we 
unpacked the boats. I was reminded of my desire to see the 
upcoming eclipse and of our young guide’s mention of her 
mother living in Salem. Not being timid I approached her 
again and 
asked if it were 
too crazy of an 
idea to ask her 
mother for a 
night’s stay in 
her back yard. 
She pulled out 
her cell phone 
to text me 
her mother’s 
phone number 
while assuring 
me that it was 
not crazy at all.

Leaving camp to sunbathe. 

In the 1993 movie Dolores Claiborne, during a total eclipse, a wife finds the 
courage to trick her violent and abusive husband into falling to his death.  The 
author is eager for the intense emotional experience such an eclipse might bring 
for her. 

The author’s daughter, Grace Dylan on the river 
with a large beetle that happened into the camp.

The rafters floated through cathedral-like canyons.
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Several years ago Amazon.com created a charitable website 
that can directly benefit Desert Survivors. It is called Ama-
zonSmile. While it looks identical to the regular Amazon site, 
it allows you to designate a non-profit organization to receive 
.5% (that’s half a percent) of the cost of any purchase made by 
you. This is not an additional cost to you; the amount spent 
on your purchase is the same whether you designate a non-
profit or not. The money comes from Amazon’s side.

While it is an easy process to use, Amazon does not make 
this site well known; you will not see the option to donate 
to your favorite charity by going to the Amazon page you 
have always been using. In fact, there is no mention of the 
AmazonSmile at all on the regular Amazon site. You have to 
get yourself to www.smile.amazon.com. And you have to 
remember to do it each time you make a purchase.

The first time you go to www.smile.amazon.com, it will 
ask you what charity you would like to donate to. We hope 
that you chose Desert Survivors from the hundreds of charities 
available. Type “Desert Survivors” in the search box labeled “Or pick your own charitable organization” at the bottom of the page. 
Make sure your donation is set up to go to “Desert Survivors” (Oakland, CA) and not “Desert Survivors Inc” (Tucson, AZ), which 
is a program that provides rehabilitation services for the disabled and elderly.

That’s it. You’re done. Start shopping.

Although Desert Survivors has had an account with AmazonSmile for several years, we have generated less than $80 from this site. 
We can do better than that. This program does not cost Desert Survivor members a penny, yet any shopping you do gives some 
change to our organization. Free money.

Most of us do some of our shopping on Amazon; why not allow them to throw a few bucks our way. Please sign up on AmazonSmile 
to help Desert Survivors. And remember to use that website every time you do your Amazon shopping.

Smile, you’re on
by Stacy Goss

A screen grab from when the editor logged into AmazonSmile.   Type 
in “Desert Survivors” in the search window, then select the Desert 
Survivors from Oakland, CA.  A percentage of your purchase will be 
donated to our organization.  
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Although a total solar eclipse is not uncommon, the fact that the 
August 21, 2017 occurrence could be observed along a path from 
Oregon to South Carolina made this a unique event that could not 
be missed. Desert Survivors took advantage of the opportunity by 
sponsoring an excursion to view the astronomical phenomenon.

Trip preparations began in late spring.  The first consideration was 
to select a viewing site with the longest period of totality.  Although 
the combination of an eclipse and the Blues in Memphis, Tennes-
see would have made for an awesome trip, a location in Oregon 
was deemed more practical.  As the weather on the Oregon coast 
was unpredictable, and the inland communities of Madras and 
Prineville were staging music festivals to celebrate the eclipse, we 
looked further east and decided that the area around John Day, OR 
would be more remote and possibly less crowded.  Checking their 
website, we found the Forest Service was expecting large crowds 
in the Mahleur National Forest that surrounds the town.  A quick 
call to local campgrounds showed that these facilities were fully 
booked.  As incidental camping in the forest was permitted, we 
used maps and Google Earth to locate a potential campsite for the 
group—settling on Keeney Meadows, a large open area with good 
road access. The trip was posted for Desert Survivors with the ca-
veat that this was an “exploratory trip. “ 

Three days before the start of the Desert Survivors trip, we drove 
north along US 395 to Burns, OR.  Temporary signs had been 
placed along the way warning of high fire danger.  After over-
nighting in Burns we met up Thursday morning with Marisa (Trip 
Leader) and her friend Rachel for breakfast.  The dining room was 
packed with young firefighters who were posted nearby to patrol 
the forests in anticipation of the eclipse viewing crowds.  We also 
heard stories of gasoline shortages and heavy traffic on local roads 
around Prineville and John Day.  This was four days before the 
eclipse!

Given this information, we decided to look at the area south of 
John Day for potential campsites for the Desert Survivors.  Check-
ing our Oregon Benchmark map, we determined our first stop 
would be Rock Springs. When we arrived there later that day we 
found a beautiful setting with 10 campsites, tables and a pit toilet. 

We stopped at Seneca, OR, where we sent emails to the trip partici-
pants informing them of our decision to camp at Rock Springs and 
provided them with directions.  Seneca is a small town (population 
200) with a motel and the Bear Valley Store—a place to buy gas, 
ice, cold drinks, and ice cream bars.  One of the older residents, a 
lady who has lived in there all her life, sat on the porch in front of 
the store and told us stories of the locals.  Seneca too had prepared 
for an influx of visitors.  The golf course and the Little League field 
were set aside for camping and a couple of the ranches outside of 
town had watered and mowed their fields for same purpose.  The 
Bear Valley Store catered a BBQ tri-tip dinner in the evenings and 
a full breakfast in the mornings.

Trip Report by 
Charlene Daniels and Mike Wells

S O L A R  E C L I P S E 
A D V E N T U R E

A common Oregon sight––the derelict sawdust burner. 

Super darkening glasses were de rigueur for this extravaganza.
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This awesome photo of the August 21, 2017 solar eclipse 
taken by trip participant Alexis Chen.
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Our camp at Rock Springs was just south of the path of totality for 
the eclipse.  Our plan was to stay there on Saturday and Sunday, 
then drive north to Seneca on Monday for the total solar-blackout 
experience.   We spent Friday driving about the beautiful country-
side.  Marisa checked her emails late in the day and found that a 
few participants had cancelled their plans.  
 
After we returned to the campground, two members arrived; the 
remainder of our group came on Saturday.  Mike Tice hauled out 
his telescope with a solar filter out of his VW campervan and we 
were able to view a line of five sunspots.  We did a group hike on a 
Forest Service road.  As mentioned, the fire danger was very high, 
and we were reminded a few times by a BLM fire crews not to 
have a campfire.  There was a small group of overnighters camping 
nearby and BLM doused their campfire and counseled them about 
the fire restrictions. 

The Saturday night dinner was a potluck, with a prize for the best 
dish.  As trip leaders, Marisa and Mike disqualified themselves 
from the competition.  After the votes were tabulated, there was 
a three-way tie between Alexis (Asian salad), Mike T. (grilled tri-
tip) and Chuck (guacamole); although everyone agreed that Mike’s 
jambalaya was excellent.  The winners received packages of short-
bread cookies and bandanas.  

Although Seneca was in the zone of totality for the eclipse, the time 
of totality increased as you went further north.  The totality ranged 
from about 1 minute at Seneca to over 2 minutes in the area north 
of Prairie City.  Three members of the group decided that they 
wanted to experience the maximum time and decided to leave us 
on Sunday and head north.  

On Monday, the day of the eclipse, four of us broke camp and 
drove to Seneca for the breakfast at the Bear Valley Store and to 
locate a good viewing spot.  We settled on an open field next to an 
old tepee-shaped sawdust burner, pulled out our camp chairs and 
waited for the sun to disappear.  We were not disappointed.  

Using special darkening glasses, we watched as the disc of the 
moon slowly moved across the sun.  Although the sky was still 
bright, we noticed the temperature started dropping.  Time to put 
on the fleece.  When the moon had almost covered the sun we were 
able to take off the glasses.  Then the sun was gone and darkness 
descended.  For the briefest of moments we saw the Bailey’s beads, 
or diamond ring effect.  The irregular topography of the moon al-
lows for beads of sunlight to shine through in some places and not 
in others.  It was a spectacular sight and the hundreds of people 
in the fields around Seneca sent out a collective “ooh”.  Experienc-
ing a total solar eclipse is amazing and breathtaking and a moving 
experience for many.  And then, just like that, the sun reappeared.  
It was over. 

It was now time to head home.   The four of us drove south to Burns 
to gas up.  Although Burns was not in the path of totality, we heard 
that their streetlights came on during the eclipse.  We headed south 
on SR 205 which took us through the Mahleur National Wildlife 
Refuge (think of the Bundy family), through Frenchglen, along the 
west side of the beautiful Steen Mountains and down to Fields, OR.  
Fields has a small motel and a gas station with a grocery and café.  
The café claims to have the best burgers and shakes in the world.  
After our lunch, we can attest that their claims are well founded; 
the burgers are excellent and we never had a milk shake that good 
anywhere.  A wonderful meal was the best way to end what could 
be a once in a lifetime trip.

Left photo:  A toast 
to the sun and the 
moon and their 
crossing paths.

Right photos:  The gas 
station/grocery/cafe at 
Fields, Oregon and the 
shaky claim over the 
noteriety of its drinks.

After awhile, some people started seeing two suns.
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Right photos: Michael Wells
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The Metropolitan Water District (MWD)—an agency that sells water 
to Southern California communities—bought into the idea and com-
menced the regulatory process.  The plan would involve huge capital 
expenditures including building a 35-mile-long pipeline over federal 
lands from the Cadiz wells to the Colorado River Aqueduct. 

Opposition from environmental groups, including Desert Survivors, 
was immediate and vociferous. They pointed out that the proposed 
pumping would immediately lower the water table, killing ground-
cover plants and drying up springs depended upon by desert wildlife.  
The loss of near-surface water would dry up saturated lakebeds, caus-
ing significantly greater dust storms.  In short plan was a recipe for 
an ecological disaster.  

In 2000 the U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) in its assessment of the 
project. confirmed the environmentalist’s fears when it found that the 
yearly natural replenishment of groundwater in the basin would be a 
mere fraction of the 50,000 acre-feet touted by Cadiz, and the project 
called for a pipeline to convey 150,000 acre-feet per year.  Clearly, the 
proposal was going to suck the aquifer dry.  This was enough to sour 
the MWD to the scheme and in 2002 the water agency withdrew 
from the Cadiz deal. 

The Cadiz Water Project is perhaps the worst waterworks idea 
devised by man.  It would pump groundwater from one of the 
driest environments on earth—the Mojave Desert—and ship it 
180 miles to bedroom communities in southern Orange County, 
California. Since its inception in 1998 the project has been killed 
several times.  Yet like the villain of a horror/slasher film just 
when you think you have vanquished the killer he suddenly 
comes back to life.   Cadiz hopes to make hundreds of millions 
of dollars selling the water.  They are relentless and clever and know 
how to get help from those in high places. 

Cadiz is the brainchild of Briton, Keith Brackpool.  In the 1980’s 
after a conviction of securities fraud in the UK, Brackpool came 
to California to seek his comeback. Like William Mullholland 100 
years earlier he saw a future in water.  With partners and using 
satellite images Brackpool discovered a place in the Mojave Desert 
where water would pool after rainstorms, indicating an aquifer be-
low.  They raised capital and bought up thousands of acres this des-
ert land. They dug wells, planted crops and in short order became 
fruit and vegetable growers under the banner of Cadiz Inc. (named 
after the nearby railroad stop). 

While agricultural use of the water made a profit for Cadiz, Brack-
pool and his backers had much larger plans. Cadiz Inc. lies atop the 
greater Fenner Basin.  This is a huge aquifer that holds somewhere 
between 17 to 34 million acre-feet of ground water—about as much 
water as Lake Mead.   Hydrologists believe that much of the water 
here is the remains of melted glaciers and lakes from the last ice 
age.  In the late 1990’s Cadiz Inc. announced that it found a new 
source of water in California and proposed pumping the groundwa-
ter from its properties and selling it to Southern California cities. 

Nightmare
ON   CADIZ ROAD

LIKE THE VILLIAN IN A SLASHER MOVIE THE CADIZ 
WATER PROJECT IS NOT EASY TO KILL.  JUST WHEN YOU THINK 

IT IS DEAD IT SOMEHOW SPRINGS BACK TO LIFE.  THIS MONSTER 
DOES NOT HAVE SUPERNATURAL POWERS. INSTEAD, IT HAS 

INFLUENCE IN HIGH PLACES.

Article by Nicholas Blake

When President Trump’s announced his list of  50 high-pri-
ority projects to fix the nation’s crumbling infrastructure, the 
Cadiz Water Project was #15. What’s up with that?

Cadiz wells tap into the Fenner Aquifer––a 
huge desert groundwater basin that dates 
back to the Ice Age.

Keith Brackpool is the co-founder 
and board chairman of Cadiz 
Inc.  Over the years he has 
proven successful in gaining favor 
with Californian politicians–– 
both Republican and Democrat.  
His efforts for government ap-
proval of Cadiz may soon find 
fruition as popular Democratic 
candidates who support the plan 
may win election in 2018.

Cadiz property seen from the air. Currently, 
the company uses its desert water resources for 
agricultural production

Most of the Cadiz Valley is a beautiful and vibrant desert wilderness.   
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Daunted but not defeated Cadiz kept on going.  In 2012 they an-
nounced a new venture to sell 50 to 70 thousand acre-feet of water 
per year to the San Margarita Water District in Orange County.  This 
time they would use a nearby railroad right-of-way to route the pipe-
line, and avoiding crossing federal land and the USGS review.
 
Throughout her tenure as US Senator Dianne Feinstein has been 
a champion of protecting the Mojave.  She introduced the 1994 
California Desert Protection Act that made Death Valley and Joshua 
Tree as National Parks, establishing the Mojave National Preserve 
and designated 69 desert wilderness areas.  She was instrumental in 
the creation of the three desert national monuments designated by 
President Obama in 2016—including Desert Trails adjacent to Cadiz 
holdings. Since the publishing of the USGS report she has been the 
most outspoken opponent of Cadiz.  For years she attached riders to 
the Interior Department budget forbidding work on their project.    

In 2015 the U.S. Department of Interior under President Obama 
determined that Cadiz water pipeline was outside the scope of the 
railroad right-of-way and would require a federal permit—effectively 
killing the project because of the Feinstein rider.   

 The morning after Election Day 2016 millions 
of Americans woke up to Donald Trump as 
president of the United States. During the cam-
paign Trump promised to update the nation’s 
aging infrastructure.  This was one part of his 
agenda that was not repugnant to Democrats, 
and might get bipartisan support.  In January 
2017 Trump announced a list infrastructure 

projects that would be a high priority for his administration. To 
almost universal astonishment from those familiar with these 
concerns, the Cadiz Water Conveyance Project was number 15 
on a list of 50 priorities.  With thousands of crumbling roads 
and bridges, and urgently needed water projects, for health or 
environmental reasons, this waterworks rated number 15.  What 
gives?

Keith Brackpool has been extremely skillful in working politi-
cal influence.  In the 1990’s he was an adviser and fund-raiser 

to Gray Davis, donating hundreds of thousands of dollars to Davis’ 
campaign for governor. Governor Davis backed the original Cadiz 
plan.  In 2005 Cadiz Inc. paid California Public Utilities Com-
missioner Susan Kennedy $120,000 in consulting fees.  Not long 
afterward, she became Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger’s chief of staff 
and in 2009 Schwarzenegger announced his support for Cadiz.  The 
same year, Schwarzenegger appointed Brackpool to the California 
Horse Racing Board.

The politician Brackpool is closest to is former Los Angeles mayor 
Antonio Villaraigosa.  Brackpool was a big supporter of Villaraigosa 
when he first ran for mayor in 2001.  Villariagosa lost the election 
and was out of a job, but was quickly hired by Cadiz Inc. as a con-
sultant. Brackpool was a contributor to Villaraigso’s 2005 successful 
mayoral campaign and donated  $25,000 for the inaugural ball.  The 
two are close friends. Brackpool has joined Villaraigso on two (of-
ficial) overseas junkets in 2009 and 2010.  The two men vacation to-
gether.  In 2013 after leaving the mayor’s office Villaraigosa returned 
to work as a consultant for Cadiz Inc.  Antonio Villaraigosa is now 
running for the governorship of California.   So far Cadiz Inc. and 
Keith Brackpool have donated $84,600 to his campaign. 

Throughout her tenure in the U.S. Senate 
Dianne Feinstein has been an advocate 
of desert preservation.  She sponsored the 
1994 California Desert Protection Act, and 
advanced the designation of three desert 
national monuments in 2016.  She has been 
a vocal and steadfast opponent of Cadiz.

Above photo: David Bernhardt 
was appointed Deputy Interior 
Department Secretary by Donald 
Trump.  Before taking the post 
he was a partner in a lobbying 
firm that represented Cadiz Inc.  
This most likely explains the 
administration’s keen interest in 
the Cadiz project.

Most of the Cadiz Valley is a beautiful and vibrant desert wilderness.   

Former Los Angeles mayor Antonio 
Villaraigosa is a leading candidate for 
governor of California and is a close 
friend of Keith Brackpool. While not in 
office or running for office, Villarai-
gosa is a paid consultant for Cadiz Inc.  
While mayor, he invited Brackpool 
along on a LA-promoting trade tour 
of Asia in 2006 and a climate change 
junket to Europe in 2009.  The men 
have vacationed together in Iceland.     
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Cadiz will need to construct a 40-mile-long pipline to 
convey the water from its wells near historic Route 66 
to the Colorado River Aqueduct.  The pipe will follow a 
railroad right of way to avoid crossing public land.    
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In October 2017 the Trump administration rescinded the 2015 
decision by Obama and told Cadiz Inc. that it would no longer 
need a federal permit to build a pipeline in the railroad right of 
way.  Although this did not come as a big surprise to opponents 
of Cadiz, the decision is notable because of Trump-appointed 
Deputy Interior Department Secretary, David Bernhardt.  Until 
Trump’s election Bernhardt was a partner at Brownstein, Hyatt, 
Farber, Schreck, LLP, a lobbying firm.  Cadiz Inc. paid over 2.75 
million dollars and issued 200,000 shares stock to Brownstein 
for lobbying fees.

With the Federal Government in control by the pro-Cadiz 
Republican Party, governmental opposition of the project has 
been picked up by State of California.  In 2017 California As-
semblymember Laura Friedman-D Glendale introduced bill 
AB1000 that would prohibit the transfer of groundwater from 
a desert groundwater basin if it would adversely affect nearby 
natural or cultural resources—legislation clearly aimed at Cadiz. 
It had widespread support from Democrats in the assembly and 
with Governor Brown but when it reached the State Senate the 
measure was unexpectedly shelved by Senate President Pro Tem 
Kevin de León and Senate appropriations chairman Ricardo 
Laura.

Kevin de León is a rising star in the Democratic Party.  He is 
considered by many to be the personification of California’s 
resistance to Trump.  He has been in the forefront of making 
California a sanctuary state for immigrants.  He is a leading ad-
vocate of clean energy, authoring a bill that requires the state to 
generate half its electricity from renewable sources by 2030.   He 
is a backer of Bernie Sanders’ legislation to create a single-payer 
health care system. Those in the progressive wing of the Demo-
cratic Party consider de León to be much needed new blood 
and the party’s future.   He is running against fellow Democrat 
Senator Feinstein for her U.S. Senate seat.

Kevin de León inaction on AB1000 begs the question as to why?  
He is held in high regard by green groups for his long advocacy 
for environmental protection. Why would he betray these prin-
ciples and in effect do the bidding of Trump on a scheme with 
dire ecological consequences to the Mojave? 

One answer may be that in the last decade Brackpool and Cadiz 
have been contributing hundreds of thousands of dollars to 
statewide candidates including $9,000 to De León.  Perhaps 
most notably, both De León and Ricardo Lara (who is running 
for State Insurance Commissioner) began their political careers 
working for former Assembly speaker Fabian Nuñez.  Since 
leaving office Nuñez has become a partner with Mercury Public 
Affairs—the lobbying firm hired by Cadiz Inc. to work against 
AB1000. 
  
Recently it was determined that the route of the pipeline would 
cross a one-mile-long, 200-foot-wide strip of land owned by the 
state of California—a potential stumbling block to the Cadiz 
plan.  The California State Lands Commision notified Cadiz in 
September 2017 that any use of this state land would require a 
lease and approval with a possible state environmental review.  
Lt. Governor Gavin Newsome, who is running for Governor in 
2018, is chairman of State Lands Commission.  He is a support-
er of AB1000 and has openly expressed concerns over De León’s 
blocking of the measure.  

Whether the presence of state land in the Cadiz project area is 
enough to stop the project is a question still much up in the air.  
There are many avenues where the State of California can chal-
lenge the project, however it requires officials willing to make 
the effort.  With Democrats firmly in control of the California 
government these tasks will fall on its party’s elected officials.   
For a party that champions environmental protection opposi-
tion to Cadiz Inc, should be a no brainer.  
 
A common story gimmick 
in slasher films is for the 
killer to somehow disguise 
himself as a friend—a ploy 
that guarantees terror when 
the maniac is revealed.  For 
those who love the desert, 
lets hope we do not scream.

Top photo:  State Senator Kevin de León and is 
running as a  progressive alternative to fellow 
Democrat Dianne Feinstein for her U.S. Senate 
seat.  De León has been vocal on immigrant 
protection, infrastructure reform and envi-
ronmental issues, however in 2017 he blocked 
Assembly bill AB1000, that would require the 
Cadiz Project to undergo State of California 
review.  Kevin de León began his political car-
rer under the mentorship of former Assembly 
Speaker Fabian Nuñez (right photo).  Cur-
rently Nuñez is a partner at the lobbying firm 
that represents Cadiz Inc. against AB1000.

If the Cadiz Project goes through, Mojave water will be 
used to fill this artificial lake in Orange County.

Lt. Governor Gavin Newsome is 
running for governor in 2018.  He 
supports California oversight of the 
Cadiz Project through AB1000.
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Photo: New Line Cinema
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IN SEPTEMBER 2017, 
DESERT SURVIVORS 
VENTURED TO WHITE 
MOUNTAINS OF EAST-
ERN CALIFORNIA FOR 
AN AUTUMN RETREAT.  
THE TRIP INCLUDED A 
VISIT TO THE PATRIARCH 
GROVE OF BRISTLECONE 
PINE TREES AT 11,300 
FT. ELEVATION.  THIS IS 
ONE OF THE HARSHEST 
DESERT ENVIRONMENTS 
ON EARTH––WITH HIGH 
ALTITUDE TERRAIN, 
EXTREME COLD AND DRY 
WEATHER AND AN ALKA-
LINE SOIL WHERE MOST 
PLANTS CANNOT GROW.    

THE BRISTLECONE MAN-
AGES TO EKE OUT AN 
EXISTENCE HERE.  THE 
TREES GROW EXTREMELY 
SLOWLY BUT CAN LIVE FOR 
THOUSANDS OF YEARS.  
THEIR GNARLED TRUNKS, 
TWISTED LIMBS HAR-
KEN TO EXPRESSIONIST 
SCULPTURE.  THE BARREN 
GROUND MAKES A SUR-
REAL BACKDROP.  THIS 
IS A PLACE OF UNUSUAL 
NATURAL BEAUTY.

LYNNE BUCKNER IS 
A LONGTIME DESERT 
SURVIVOR AND ONE OF 
THE MORE EXCEPTIONAL 
PHOTOGRAPHERS IN OUR 
ORGANIZATION.  WITH HER 
IPHONE AND A COUPLE OF 
HOURS AT THE SITE SHE 
CAME AWAY WITH THESE 
IMAGES.
                ––THE EDITOR 
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Seven Desert Survivors set off in August 2017 to 
climb the highest point in Nevada—Boundary Peak—on the 
California–Nevada border at the northern end of the White 
Mountains. We started the weekend with a four-wheel drive 
excursion to Montgomery City, a ghost town east of Benton 
Station, in the shadow of Boundary and Montgomery Peaks 
above. The town’s heyday was the 1860s when rich ore was 
found at Montgomery Creek, but the shallow strike played out 
quickly and the town was largely abandoned before a post office 
was even established.  The ruins have been on my bucket list for 
years, but after an hour of rugged, slow motion traveling across 
the alluvial fan, I remembered why I hadn’t yet visited. The only 
remnants there today are a series of stonewalls and mine tailings 
on nearby ridges.
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Trip Report by 
Barb Bane

Before ascending Queen Canyon, we made a quick stop across 
the state line to check on another set of ruins, the remains of 
Janie’s Ranch. A love ranch in the finest Nevada tradition, the 
brothel consisted of a main house and trailers parked near an 
old Carson and Colorado Railroad watering station location. 
The red light went out at Janie’s in the 1990s, but there’s plenty of 
shag carpet and waterbed frames left for gawkers.

We headed up Queen Mine Road on the western side of Bound-
ary Peak to camp at Queen Mine site, a flat sandwiched between 
tailings piles on the side of the mountain at 9000’.

A ridgeline trail and the summit of Boundary Peak—the highest point in Nevada at 13,140 ft.

Awnings provided refuge from the summer sun at the trip-goer’s camp.

Janie’s Ranch instruc-
tion to clients, 2017.

Shag carpet in the ghost bordello.
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Below us, Queen Canyon holds the homes of the miners who 
worked the mine before World War I. Constructed of bristle-
cone pines cut from the slopes above our campsite, the scattered 
cabins are in bad shape, victims of heavy snow and vandalism. 
I remembered three or four still standing 15 years ago on my 
first Boundary Peak climb.  All are fallen now. The canyon is also 
home to one of the finest mountain mahogany stands (Cerco-
carpus ledifolius) in the Great Basin. The large trees in full seed 
gave a silvery cast to the canyon slopes in late afternoon sun. The 
oldest curlleaf mahogany in Nevada can live to more than 1,000 
years in prime mountain habitat.

We rose early the next day for the summit push. Driving another 
mile up a corkscrew track, we reached the trailhead at Kennedy 
Point, where four Survivors took off for the 9 mile round trip 
to the top. We climbed 900 feet in the first mile and reached the 
Trail Canyon saddle (10,800’) at 2.7 miles to rest at the intersec-
tion of the routes from east and west sides of the mountain. The 
remaining two miles was a dusty scree slog around and up the 
summit ridge to top out for a late lunch at the 13,140’ summit. 

Three ambitious college students from Utah joined us on the 
summit, one step in their goal of climbing to the top of each of 
the 50 state highpoints. Asked where they were going next, they 
said the hospital in Bishop. A moth had flown into the ear of one 
of the hikers the previous evening and they spent a sleepless

night trying remedies to remove it. In daylight, the afflicted 
hiker was remarkably cheerful for a man with a live moth in 
his head. Discretion being the better part of valor, those of us 
over 50 decided we wouldn’t mention the infamous Rod Serling  
Night Gallery episode about the man with an insect in his ear.

Sunday saw departures for most of the campers, but I made a 
stop on the way out below the canyon mouth to visit my favorite 
pinyon grove. As pinyons typically bear good crops only every 
4-7 years, prehistoric gatherers included multiple groves in their 
seasonal rounds, depending on the nut cycle for the various 
locales. Boosted by a wet winter, the Queen Grove was loaded 
with cones, a bonus 7th year harvest! I gathered several buck-
ets of cones to place in my garage to dry and roast. That was 
the first time I had gathered “green cone”; usually waiting until 
later in the fall to gather ripe brown cones (always a race against 
jays and squirrels). The experiment  was a success, but the nuts 
weren’t as tasty or moist as brown cone harvest.  I’ll still eat 
them.  Nevada pinyon nuts are the best!

Desert Survivors atop the mountain.

Mountain mahogany is one of the longest living flowering plants.

The ruins of Montgomery City. The cone of a pinyon pine .
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Basin and Range National Monument, in central Nevada, 
was designated in the latter days of the Obama administration.  It 
surely had to have a target on its back after the Trump adminis-
tration took over and Interior Secretary Zinke began his “review” 
of national monuments. It had everything that anti-government 
conservatives didn’t like—it was huge, it didn’t have a long history 
of popular effort behind its preservation, has little in the way of 
unique tourist-drawing features, it was in Nevada, and most im-
portantly it was declared by Obama. Additionally, the proclama-
tion mentioned Michael Heizer’s The City—an unfinished work of 
land art billed as the largest sculpture in the world––which being 
located on private land and currently hidden behind locked gates 
is hardly within the intent of the Antiquities Act. 

What the proclamation does mention is that the area “redefines 
our notions of distance and space” with its distant mountain 
ranges, enormous gently sloping valleys, with almost nothing of 
human construction visible to provide a sense of scale. The Inte-
rior Department’s stated goal for monument review was to reduce 
their sizes to the minimum necessary for the preservation of the 
monuments’ features. Because some of the features most in need of 
preservation are a number of already recognized petroglyph sites 
scattered over this 
huge area, an argu-
ment to reduce the 
monument just to 
cover these sites 
could be easy to 
make. But what is 
the minimum size 
of a monument that 
preserves distance, 
space and vastness? 

We took a trip there to find out, to try to answer this somewhat ex-
istential question. In the spirit of there being no such thing as bad 
publicity, making it onto the list of monuments under review has 
had the benefit of generating awareness of these areas and some 
visitation. Even an obscure area like Basin and Range made it into 
Outside Magazine, as part of a story about a quest to visit every 
monument under review. It was certainly the case that this trip was 
prompted by the review.   Being a huge fan of Great Basin National 
Park, I decided we had to do a Survivors’ trip there even though it 
involved long distances of travel. 

The monument is two basins and two mountain ranges wide, and 
about an hour’s drive (on the paved road along its western edge) 
from north to south. It’s in the transition zone between the Great 
Basin and Mojave deserts, and with its huge elevation range there 
are some unusual juxtapositions of vegetation. Several previously 
designated mountain wilderness areas ring its edges, but none in 
the basins themselves. We experienced the town of Rachel, Ne-
vada’s new role as a gateway community to the national monument 
when we met in the early morning at the Little A’Le’Inn where the 
staff was kind enough to even bring us coffee outside before they 
opened. 

We had three days to experience the monument, beginning with 
a drive into the Worthington Mountains—one of the wilderness 
areas. We bounced our way up the only cherry stem road to its ter-
minus in a secluded sort of pit ringed by pinyons for our first camp. 
The Worthingtons are a range of almost pure limestone, and like 
all good limestone ranges has good caverns.  Leviathan Cave opens 

up as a large, sheer-walled pit 
that, if you are willing to rap-
pel down into it, provides ac-
cess to numerous caverns be-
low. Not being spelunkers all 
we would be able to do is look 
down the hole from above, so 
instead our goal this day was 
the higher ridges and hope-
fully climb Worthington Peak. 

by David Oline

A Journey Through
Distance,  Space & Vastness

The trip’s meeting place was on the Extraterrestrial Highway.
Photo:  Paolo P - Flickr

Photo:  Sally Jewell

Except where noted, photos by David Oline

Even by Nevada standards, the land is undisturbed.
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Michael Heizer. Through binoculars we did see a large col-
lection of parked yellow bulldozers and graders, an exten-
sive system of berms and a few pieces of structure within, 
but not really enough to give us a sense of it. A better view of 
its outline can be had from Google Earth, where it brings to 
mind an alien spaceport. Perhaps this is why it is secured be-
hind locked gates and the artist has a reputation for actively 
and aggressively discouraging visitors. And why is it located 
right next door to Area 51, after all? 

In the evening, we arrived at the eastern side of the monument at 
the White River Narrows—an incredibly dense area of petroglyph 
sites. Many of the petroglyphs are unique, with large-scale sym-
bolic and abstract etchings, along with the more typical animals 
and classic human figures. I was amazed. The density was incred-
ible, making for a palimpsest of figures and designs covering what 
must be thousands of years of history. Sometime in the past water 
flowed through the canyon, making this an incredible shaded oasis 
and, no doubt, an excellent hunting ground.   We camped here the 
second night. 

Blocking cliffs and ultimately, looming foul weather prevented us 
from getting to the summit, but we got high enough to see that the 
valley to the north would provide a short but steep route up.   We 
also found a small grove of white fir on a rocky ridge. During our 
hike back it started raining.  We were far enough away from camp 
that the showers had plenty of time to soak us through and even 
give us a little chill. A good rain is wonderful to experience in the 
desert, and by the time we got lower down, small rivulets of water 
were running down washes that were dry on the way up. 

The second day’s activity was a driving tour across the monument.  
Though the morning started with mist and clouds all around, it 
gradually cleared to reveal the space and vastness we were seek-
ing, with a warming sun and big skies with little puffy clouds. The 
true emptiness of the place is remarkable. The basins here are, by 
Nevada standards, undisturbed.  We saw almost none of the ranch 
structures, wells, fences, or spur roads going off left and right that 
form the human imprint on so much of the state. The roads we 
traveled were good and even had signage.  We could have counted 
on the fingers of a single hand the number other vehicles we passed 
this day. 

Where the road cut through the Golden Gate Range, we pulled 
over to hike up a small knoll where we hoped to get a glimpse of 
The City—a massive earthwork sculpture being created by artist

The road leading to Mt. Irish proved tricky to find, with a mud 
puddle and a closed gate guarding what on the map appears to be 
a major route to petroglyph sites, the Mt. Irish Wilderness Area 
(with an actual sign!), and mining ruins. The road, though rocky, 
was well graded and we managed our vehicles up the steep climb 
to Logan Pass. We eventually succeeded in parking six vehicles at 
the top without actually blocking the road after a little bit of work. 
Our plan was to hike to the summit of Mt. Irish.  The trek involved 
a steep and sometimes difficult climb to a rocky plateau. The pla-
teau is a true sky island, with an open forest of Ponderosa pine and 
white fir, scattered with boulders and rock outcrops, and carpeted 
with old needles. Thinking we could see some bristlecones on the 
edge of the plateau, we altered our route, which allowed us to expe-
rience more of the forest. Some members of our group decided to 
experience the forest further by taking an afternoon nap, while the 
rest continued up the peak. They just managed to squeeze their vehicles off of the road.

Michael Heizer’s earthwork sculpture, The City—considered a work in prog-
ress since 1974.  The artist refuses to let the public on site to see it.  

Above photo: The walls of 
White River Narrows are 

rich with petroglyphs. 

Right photo: This rock 
panel was chipped away 

at for over hundreds if not 
thousands of years.
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We eventually found bristlecones, near the summit. Once on top, 
we could see a more extensive bristlecone forest stretching from 
the north-facing slope.  Another treat at the peak: huge masses 
of ladybugs crawling over rocks and the various radio towers and 
structures that dotted the site.  Always a bizarre and curious phe-
nomenon, I felt lucky in that it was my second Desert Survivors 
trip this year that ran into an explosion of ladybugs on a desert 
summit.

The next day we traveled to the base of the mountain range to see 
the Mt. Irish Petroglyph Site. Here there are a series of rock out-
croppings on the edge of a dry watercourse, which served for many 
thousands of years as a gathering area and hunting site for ancient 
Americans.  Again, the density of petroglyphs stunned me, where 
varying figures and symbols representing different peoples of dif-
ferent times have been etched over each other. What’s astonishing 
is how much more there must have been that we will never know. 
Time and weather have worked on many of the rocks to disinte-
grate the surfaces. There were many examples of large boulder fac-
es where perhaps only 10-20% of the area still had the original rock 
face with figures on it, with the rest of it having broken up into rock 
chips and dust at the base. In this area there are a number of unique 
types of figures as well—decorated lizards, a creepy and threaten-
ing birdman, and the Pahranagat Man who can only be found in 

this region. It has been suggested that some are Pahranagat Wom-
en as well. With a little more imagination, among the numerous 
and diverse abstract designs one can claim to identify some flying 
saucers as well. With Area 51 and a secret alien spaceport nearby, 
this interpretation should be even more convincing. 

Our final stop of our trip was to gas up at Alamo, NV, as we had 
driven a long distance to tour the monument. Next to us at the 
service station was a monster truck towing an ATV trailer with not 
just a bumper sticker but a professionally-made graphic banner de-
claring, “Wilderness Is Wasteland.” The monument as designated 
doesn’t contain much actual wilderness, but there are several pre-
viously designated wilderness areas around its edges.  The Weepah 
Springs Wilderness should be a destination of a future trip, not to 
mention the enormous Grant Range forming the northwest border 
of the monument.

When I first discovered Great Basin National Park, I remember 
being disappointed that, although it contained a most interesting 
mountain island, it didn’t actually contain a basin.  It is satisfying to 
have this monument designation include large areas of basin floor 
in addition to the mountains. 

At the time of this writing it doesn’t appear that there will be a 
shrinking of Basin and Range National Monument from its origi-
nal designation. Perhaps there are simply not enough people near-
by, not enough potential for extractive uses, not even enough graz-
ing in the area to create a local opposition to its new status. So there 
is hope that it will remain for us to get lost in and truly experience. 
Although the Bears Ears in Utah has gotten most of the attention, 
there are many other monuments that Desert Survivors should not 
only take an interest in but also visit. Places such as Gold Butte, 
Sand to Snow, and Mojave Trails do not seem to be under immedi-
ate threat, but they are in need of a constituency to help preserve 
them for time to come. 

Swarming lady bugs on the summit of Mount Irish.

The plateau near the top of Mt. Irish—a sky island of pine and fir trees.  

A sculptural sandstone formation and rock art at the Mt. Irish Petroglyph Area 

Below photo: If you like petroglyphs you will love this place.
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Below photo: If you like petroglyphs you will love this place.

Protecting the desert is an interesting pursuit. Many might ask, 
“Just what the heck is there to protect?” They would be ignorant 
of the desert’s charms, its uniqueness and the myriad life forms in-
habiting it. They would be ignorant of its serene solitude, expan-
sive vistas and secret gardens. They would be ignorant of the raw 
bones of the earth broken, folded, thrust upward, and poured out 
in great flows of lava, all revealing a study of deep time; where early 
life forms roamed, where ancient seas existed, and where ice age 
glaciers disgorged their meltwaters to form vast chains of fecund 
lakeshores.

There’s another story, one with such an intimate tie between place 
and person it can be said they were one and the same. In the desert 
are ancient paths left by peoples coming and going and even stay-
ing in these lands for untold generations. Their descendants still 
call the desert home, cherishing its uniqueness, imbuing it with the 
sacredness of their creation, their sustenance, and their ancestry. It’s 
all right there before our eyes. It’s there for anyone to see, anyone to 
experience. It’s there, that is, until it isn’t. 

Much of the desert is already lost or degraded—the long uninter-
rupted expanse of land is now bisected by railroads & interstates, 
powerlines & aqueducts siphoning water from where it is to where 
it isn’t, great fields of agriculture, and more recently great fields of 
utility/industrial scale solar power generating facilities. Looking up, 
the sky is now crisscrossed 24 hours a day by aircraft discharging 
noise and contrails. The darkest nights are challenged by the glow 
of lights from still growing far flung cites, their gaping maws ever 
thirsting for more water, more power, more land, more resources. 

Along with these incursions of civilization, the once ubiquitous 
silences that dominated the desert are mostly chased away by hu-
manity’s machinery. This is not to say the desert is always silent, it 
isn’t. Winds howl, rains fall, and thunder bursts here like any other 
place, but otherwise quietude ruled the roost, a great quietude, a 
profound quietude that can now only occasionally be experienced. 

Some parts of the desert are now unreachable, being reserved ex-
clusively for certain particular uses, i.e.: mining & military uses. 
These immense parcels are essentially lost to the public at large 
and the wildlife once present there. Some parcels are bombed so 
intensely these lands are closed to visitation for generations yet to 
come. And the military always wants more. The miners want more 
too, as do the solar power industries. I could expand on this, but 
why bother? Readers here know the score. At least I hope you do. 

Thankfully, there exists informed and caring people working to 
preserve what remains of the desert lands of the U.S. I include my-
self among these folks. It is a tough struggle, but not without its 
rewards. Gains have been made and compromises too. Uncomfort-
able positions have been struck, like defending that which was once 
opposed because the newest threat is far worse. In these Trumpian 
times, the onslaught has quickened, and there’s much to do for those 
of us who care. The threat of significant losses are in the offing. 

Yet, we who care don’t always work in concert, nor is our work free 
from error. There’s a long and as yet unresolved divide between 
environmentally active citizenry and the extant Native Americans 
of these lands—the view of the conquered versus the conquerors. 
This divide haunts our work. During the run-up to the passage of 
the California Desert Protection Act, Desert Survivors (DS)officers 
weighed in on portions of the act pertinent to the Timbisha people 
of Death Valley. I was part of that work, and had opportunity to re-
view and comment on the Desert Survivors submissions, but failed 
to recognize cultural insensitivity taken in the name of our organi-
zation. Others outside the group caught it. In a damning essay re-
garding the environmentalist/Native American divide this specific 
Desert Survivors’ comment was called out. My heart sank as I read 
those words knowing the writer was correct. 

The ethnic divide is greater than this. To me, it’s the proverbial el-
ephant in the room for the environmental movement. Whenever I 
gather with fellow environmentalists, we’re overwhelmingly white. 
This demographic is antithetical to our nation’s makeup. DS itself 
isn’t immune to the divide. Look around at the next DS function you 
attend. Positive change is already underway. At my last rendezvous 
with environmentalists focused on 
desert issues, 63% of the work was 
represented by women, a testament 
to environmental movement in the 
#MeToo era. That a feminism per-
vades this work gives me hope. It is 
the one arena I find myself working 
in where the voices, concerns, opin-
ions, and labor of women is respect-
ed and honored. And more positive 
change is coming. I’ve seen it while 
attending Sierra Club Desert Com-
mittee meetings in Shoshone, CA. I 
hope this change comes with great-
er speed. Let us be open to it.

Essay by David McMullen

David McMullen at the 
Desert Committeee meeting.
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D.S. patriarchs at the 
Patriarch Tree, White 
Mountain Retreat, 
September 2017.

Kim Marcus and petroglyph festooned rock tubes in the Mojave.

Now that he has coffee in hand, Peter Geogan is ready for the morning hike.

Right photo:
Desert Survivors gather in 

the “birthing cave” in the 
Mojave Preserve. 

 A wonderful pictograph 
adorns the ceiling.

Our information table at the 
Ridgecrest (CA) Petroglyph 
Festival, November 2017.  

This bull did not like us hiking 
through his canyon.    

This is the biggest balloon we have ever 
found in the desert, January 2018.

Steve Perry happy with his 
meal at our holidy party in 

December 2017.
Sheila Harman at 11,300 ft. high in the 
White Mountains.
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Photo: Lynne Buckner
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Photo: N. Blake

Stacy Goss relaxing after a tiring day of backpacking into the Inyos.
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Photos From Our 
  Trips & Events
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Left photo: D.S. 
matriarchs at the 
Patriarch Tree, 
September 2017

Right photo: A 
happy camper at 
our 2017 Annual 
General Meeting, 

October 2017.

Right photo:   Desert Survivors president 
Deirdre Cerkanowicz receives a basket 

of retirement goodies from Charlene 
Daniels to celebrate her 28-years with 

the Berkeley Public Library

Above photo:  Neal Cassidy leading campfire 
songs during the October 2017 Annual Gen-
eral Meeting at Arroyo Seco.

Dinner time at Arroyo Seco.

Good to the very last drop.

Potluck feast.  

Ron Guidotti on the Gold Butte Car Camp, February 2018.

Photo: N. Blake
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Kim Coakly and Joan Taylor at Frenchy’s Cabin in the Inyo 
Mountains during the Lonesome Miner Trail backpack.
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           Desert Survivors Membership Form
        Membership dues are just $30/year, although additional donations are welcome.
        You can join or renew your membership by filling out this form and mailing it in     
        with a check to the address shown below.

Name (req’d) _____________________________________________________________

Street Address (req’d) ______________________________________________________

City, State, Zip Code (req’d)__________________________________________________

Phone number: ___________________________________________________________

E-mail address: ___________________________________________________________
   

      I want to join or renew at the following rate (make check payable to “Desert Survivors”):

            ____ $30 - Tortoise (basic rate) ____ $50 - Roadrunner ____ $100 - Coyote 
                                _____$500 – Bristlecone ____$1000-Bighorn
  
          Desert Survivors • P O Box 20991, Oakland, CA 94620-0991

A petroglyph of a buffalo in the Green River Canyon, Utah.
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